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ABSTRACT

We report electron transport measurements in dual-gated monolayer WS2 encapsulated in hexagonal boron-nitride. Using gated Ohmic con-
tacts that operate from room temperature down to 1.5 K, we measure the intrinsic conductivity and carrier density as a function of tempera-
ture and gate bias. Intrinsic electron mobilities of 100 cm2/(V s) at room temperature and 2000 cm2/(V s) at 1.5 K are achieved. The mobility
shows a strong temperature dependence at high temperatures, consistent with phonon scattering dominated carrier transport. At low
temperature, the mobility saturates due to impurity and long-range Coulomb scattering. First-principles calculations of phonon scattering
in monolayer WS2 are in good agreement with the experimental results, showing we approach the intrinsic limit of transport in these
two-dimensional layers.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0039766

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) with the form MX2

(M¼Mo or W; X¼ S, Se, or Te) are layered materials, where each
layer consists of two sheets of X atoms separated by one sheet of M
atoms bonded covalently, while the different MX2 layers are bonded
by van der Waals forces.1–3 This structure makes it possible to isolate
individual two-dimensional (2D) layers, which possess significantly
different properties compared with the bulk compound, due to quan-
tum confinement effects.4 Interesting electronic and photoelectronic
properties are found in atomically thin TMDs, leading to many appli-
cations, such as high-ON/OFF-ratio field-effect transistors (FETs),5–7

phototransistors,8 and ultrasensitive photodetectors.9 Valley polariza-
tion was also found in atomically thin TMDs as well as spin and valley
Hall effects, stemming from coupled spin and valley degrees of free-
dom.10–12 Tungsten disulfide (WS2) is one member of the TMD family
with an indirect bandgap of 1.3–1.4 eV in bulk form and a direct
bandgap of 2.3–2.4 eV in monolayer form.13,14 Theoretical calculations
predict a lighter effective carrier mass for WS2 among other TMDs,
making it more attractive with potentially high carrier mobility and
strong spin–orbit interaction.15,16 Field-effect transistors based on few-
layer WS2 have been demonstrated down to monolayer thickness.17,18

Photoluminescence (PL) studies have been performed on few-layer
WS2 as well, in which the evidence of strong spin-valley coupling was
found.19–21 However, little is known about the intrinsic electron trans-
port, particularly in the monolayer limit.

In this work, we investigate the intrinsic electrical properties of
dual-gated high-mobility FETs based on monolayer WS2. The WS2
FETs are encapsulated by atomically flat hexagonal boron-nitride (h-
BN) membranes, which also act as top and back gate dielectric. The
device active area is shaped into a Hall-bar, providing various measur-
ing configuration options such as two-, four-point, and Hall effect
measurements. We measure an intrinsic mobility of 2000 cm2/(V s) at
the lowest temperatures and compare the two-, four-point field-effect,
and intrinsic mobilities.

The monolayer WS2 flakes used to fabricate WS2 FETs are pro-
duced by regular or gold-assisted22,23 micromechanical exfoliation,
sourced from WS2 crystals available commercially. The WS2 flakes are
exfoliated on a 285-nm-thick SiO2 substrate, thermally grown on
highly doped n-type silicon wafers. The flakes are identified by optical
microscopy and then characterized by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and photoluminescence (PL). Figure 1(a) shows an optical
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micrograph of a micromechanically exfoliated monolayer WS2 flake.
The topography of the flake probed by AFM is shown in Fig. 1(b). A
PL measurement is then performed on the same flake [Fig. 1(c)]. In
contrast to the PL spectra of multi-layer WS2, which have lower inten-
sity and display multiple peaks associated with indirect gap transitions,
the PL spectrum of the monolayer WS2 exhibits a single peak at 2.0 eV
associated with direct gap emission, consistent with previous observa-
tions.4,19,21 This further confirms the thickness of the monolayer WS2
flake.19

To electrically probe the monolayer WS2 flakes, dual-gated WS2
Hall bars with pre-patterned Pd or Pt bottom contacts are fabricated.
The Pd or Pt contacts are thermally deposited on the bottom h-BN
dielectric, placed on a local metal back gate. The monolayer WS2 is
transferred on the metal contacts by an h-BN flake picked up by a
hemi-spherical shaped polypropylene carbonate/polydimethylsiloxane
handle at 45 �C. The h-BN flakes used in this study are 10–25nm
thick. A metal top gate is then deposited to complete a dual-gated
device. Figures 1(d) and 1(e) are the optical micrograph and AFM
image of a monolayer WS2 device (device A), respectively. The top
gate is patterned in a Hall bar shape, defining the active area of the
device. The schematic of the dual-gated device structure is shown in
Fig. 1(f). Two dual-gated and h-BN encapsulated WS2 monolayers are
investigated in this study, labeled devices A and B.

Figure 2(a) shows the room temperature output characteristics,
namely, drain current (ID) vs drain voltage (VD) measured at different
top-gate voltages (VTG), and at a back-gate bias VBG ¼ 0 V for device
A. The linear ID�VD response at low drain bias is indicative of Ohmic
metal-to-WS2 contacts. However, as we will show in this study, the
metal-to-WS2 contact resistance has a strong dependence on VTG.
Figure 2(b) shows the transfer characteristics, namely, ID vs VTG mea-
sured at drain biases VD¼ 0.05V and VD¼ 1V. Unlike a conven-
tional FET, the ID shows a strong, almost exponential dependence on

VTG, with a slope change at VTG ffi 2 V, which represents the FET
threshold voltage. The strong ID vs VTG dependence, both below and
above threshold, is common to Schottky barrier FET characteristics
and explained by a gate-dependent contact resistance. The top gate
leakage current is lower than 1nA in all measurements.

Magnetotransport measurements are carried out in perpendicular
magnetic fields (B) up to 7T, at a temperature T¼ 100K. Figures 3(a)

FIG. 1. (a) Optical micrography of a WS2 monolayer on the SiO2/Si substrate. (b)
AFM topography of the same monolayer flake in (a). (c) Photoluminescence spec-
tra acquired on the same flake shown in (a) and (b). (d) Optical micrography and
(e) AFM topography of a dual-gated monolayer WS2 device. (f) Schematic of the
dual-gated monolayer WS2 device structure.

FIG. 2. (a) ID vs VD at various top gate biases. The linear dependence of ID�VD is
evidence of Ohmic contacts. (b) ID vs VTG at drain biases VD¼ 0.05 V and 1 V.
The ON/OFF ratio is around 105 at VD¼ 0.05 V. The data were acquired at room
temperature and in high vacuum.

FIG. 3. (a) Rxy vs B measured for different VTG values, at VBG ¼ 0 V and
T ¼ 100 K. (b) Rxy vs B measured for different VBG values, at VTG ¼ 13 V and
T ¼ 100 K. Rxy is linearly dependent on B. Linear fits to Rxy vs B data yield the
carrier densities. Insets: (a) n vs VTG and (b) n vs VBG; symbols represent
the extracted values, and lines are the linear fits. (c) G( vs VTG and n (top axis)
measured at various temperatures. The conductivity increases monotonically with
decreasing temperature, suggesting a metallic phase. (d) Rc vs VTG and n (top
axis) at different temperatures. The contact resistance shows a strong dependence
on VTG, particularly at reduced temperatures. At high VTG, the Rc values depend
weakly on temperatures, consistent with tunneling through the Schottky barrier at
the metal-to-WS2 contact.
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and 3(b) show Hall resistance (Rxy) vs B at different VTG [panel (a)]
and VBG [panel (b)] values. The slope of Rxy vs B data allows the
extraction of the electron density (n) using Rxy=B ¼ 1=en. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) insets show the extracted n vs VTG and n vs VBG, respectively.
The linear fits to n vs VTG and n vs VBG yield the gate capacitances CTG

and CBG, respectively. The carrier density can then be extracted at dif-
ferent gate biases via the relation en ¼ CTGVTG þ CBGVBG þ en0. The
top gate capacitance of device A is CTG¼ 103 nF/cm2, back gate capaci-
tance CBG¼ 163 nF/cm2, and n0¼�1.34� 1012 cm�2. We assume
that the same carrier density-gate bias relation holds for all tempera-
tures for the following discussion. Using the outer contacts as the
source and drain for current injection and the inner contacts as voltage
probes (DV), we are able to measure the four-point channel conduc-
tance G4pt ¼ ID=DV and intrinsic channel conductivity G( ¼ G4pt

�L=W, whereW¼ 2.4lm is the width of the channel and L¼ 3.5lm
is the distance between the medians of the neighboring contacts
[Fig. 1(d)]. Figure 3(c) shows G( vs VTG and n at various temperatures
ranging from 1.5K to 300K. We note that at reduced temperatures,
the contact resistance increases at a fixed electron density, which in
turn affects the accuracy of the four-point measurement. This is
reflected inG( vs n data of Fig. 3(c), where the accessible electron den-
sity range is gradually reduced with decreasing temperature. A linear
dependence of G( vs VTG is observed at all temperatures.
Furthermore, G( increases monotonically with reducing T, indicating
a metallic phase of 2D electrons in WS2.

The four-point conductance G4pt probes the intrinsic channel
conductance compared to the two-point conductance G2pt ¼ ID=VD

because the former excludes contact resistances of the source and
drain terminals. By subtracting the four-point resistance 1=G4pt from
the two-point resistance 1=G2pt , we can estimate the specific contact
resistance RC ¼ ð1=G2pt � 1=G4ptÞ �WC=2, where WC represents
the contact width of the source/drain terminal. The RC vs VTG and n
measured at various T values are shown in Fig. 3(d). At low electron
densities, the contact resistance has a strong temperature dependence
and increases with reducing temperature. This observation can be
explained by a diminished thermally activated injection over the
metal-to-WS2 Schottky barrier. However, at high electron densities,
the contact resistance becomes less sensitive to temperature and
remains relatively low down to 1.5K. The insensitivity to temperature
suggests the electron injection is controlled by tunneling through the
Schottky barrier at the metal-to-WS2 contact, which in turn is
achieved by inducing a large electron density in the channel around
the metal-to-WS2 interface, resulting in a tunnel barrier with reduced
thickness.24,25

The intrinsic carrier mobility l ¼ G(=ðneÞ can be calculated
using the measured G( and n values. Absent carrier density measure-
ments, a separate and often used metric is the two- or four-point field-
effect mobility lFE ¼ ðL=WÞ � ðdG=dVGÞ � CG

�1, where G is the
two- or four-point conductance and VG and CG are the top/back gate
bias and capacitance. To assess the accuracy of this metric, we com-
pare the two- and four-point lFE with the intrinsic l value. Figure 4(a)
shows l vs T at different n values, along with lFE vs T extracted from
G4pt vs VTG data. At room temperature, the intrinsic mobility at the
highest electron density 9� 1012 cm�2 is 100 cm2/(V s) and increases
rapidly with decreasing temperature, reaching 2000 cm2/(V s) at 1.5K.
At high temperature (T > 50K), the temperature dependence of the
mobility follows approximately a power law l / T�c, and a functional

fit of the data yields c¼ 1.46. Intravalley scattering from zone center
acoustic phonons in a deformation potential model leads to c¼ 1.26

Thus, c > 1 suggests a more complex combination of both intra- and
intervalley contributions from acoustic and optical phonons, which we
confirm through first-principles calculations. At low temperature, the
mobility saturates at �2000 cm2/(V s), which can be explained by
long-range Coulomb scattering.27

In Fig. 4(a), the experimental mobility values are compared with
first-principles calculations of the intrinsic, phonon-limited mobility
of WS2, which show good agreement with the measurements. The
electron–phonon interactions are computed within density-functional
perturbation theory28,29 and optimized norm-conserving Vanderbilt
pseudopotentials30 from the PseudoDojo library.31 The full momen-
tum- and energy-dependent Boltzmann transport equation is solved
iteratively as detailed in Ref. 32. An electrostatic doping of
8� 1012 cm�2 is explicitly included33 to account for free-carrier
screening and the enhancement of electron–phonon scattering

FIG. 4. (a) Temperature dependence of the measured intrinsic and field-effect
mobility (symbols). Unless noted, the data are acquired on device A. For T > 50 K,
a strong temperature dependence suggests phonon scattering dominated transport.
The mobility saturates at T < 50 K, limited by long-range Coulomb scattering.
First-principles calculations (dashed lines) are performed at an electron density
n¼ 8� 1012 cm�2, using two different structures, S1 and S2, leading to K–Q valley
splittings of 90 meV and 54meV, respectively. (b) Schematic of the multivalley, spin-
textured band structure of WS2 showing only the inequivalent K and Q valleys in
one Brillouin zone. Orange and blue colors represent opposite spin-textures. (c) l
vs n at room temperature. The comparison includes the intrinsic mobility, as well as
the two- and four-point field-effect mobilities. The bottom and top axes are Hall den-
sity and top gate bias, respectively. The four-point field-effect mobility overestimates
the intrinsic mobility, while two-point field-effect mobility underestimates the intrinsic
mobility by approximately 50%. (d) Temperature dependence of ID vs VTG, on a lin-
ear scale and log-linear scale (inset), measured at VD ¼ 0.5 V. The arrows mark
the VT extracted from the Hall density measurements. A linear extrapolation of the
ID vs VTG data (dashed line) intercepts the VTG axis at a value significantly larger
than VT .
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induced by multivalley occupation in TMDs.34 Spin–orbit interaction
is included in all simulations, augmenting Ref. 32. As depicted in Fig.
4(b), the conduction band is composed of K and Q valleys, each split
by spin–orbit interactions.

Transport simulations are highly sensitive to the details of this
complex band structure and, in particular, to the relative positions of
the valleys and the Fermi level, which are in turn sensitive to the com-
putational details. In an effort to capture this, Fig. 4(a) reports mobility
for two slightly different structures: S1 and S2. The lattice parameters
are identical (a1¼ a2¼ 3.187 Å) while the layer thickness in S2 is just
0.4% larger (t1¼ 3.14 Å and t2¼ 3.15 Å), which is within density-
functional theory structural precision. Both structures are realistic, and
a similar variation in thickness may occur in real devices due to encap-
sulation or substrate interaction. The K–Q valley splittings are 90meV
for S1 and 54meV for S2, respectively. Small variations are also pre-
sent in the Fermi velocity (�10% smaller for S2) and the spin–orbit
splitting at the K point (30meV for S1 vs 33meV for S2). Many-body,
polaronic, and other encapsulation effects could have a comparable
impact. The mobility values calculated using setup S1 are higher com-
pared to setup S2 mainly because of the higher Q valley energy, which
suppresses K–Q intervalley scattering32 and allows free carriers to
screen the coupling to homopolar optical phonons.34 The agreement
between experiment and simulations is good in magnitude and in the
temperature dependence above 50K. We conclude that the experi-
mental results are very close to the intrinsic, phonon-limited regime
and that the electron–phonon physics is fully captured by the
simulations.

In Fig. 4(c), we compare the intrinsic, two-point, and four-point
field-effect mobilities at room temperature. The four-point field-effect
values are consistently larger compared to the intrinsic mobility, simi-
lar to observations reported in MoS2 FETs.

5 To explain this observa-
tion, let us assume the dielectric-TMD interface has a density ðDitÞ of
traps per unit area�energy at the Fermi energy. A change in gate bias
(dVG) will induce a change in both the density of the trapped charges
dnit and the mobile electron density dn, CGdVG ¼ e dnit þ dnð Þ. In
thermodynamic equilibrium, dnit=dn ¼ Dit=DOS, where DOS is the
density of states of the 2D system at the Fermi energy. The four-point
field effect mobility then writes

lFE ¼
1
CG
� dG(

dn
� dn
dVG
¼ lþ n dl=dnð Þ

1þ Dit=DOS
: (1)

For a TMD layer with twofold valley degeneracy, DOS ¼ 2m�=ðp�h2Þ,
where m� is the effective mass and �h is the reduced Planck constant.
Using m� ¼ 0:5me, a typical value for TMDs, the corresponding
DOS ¼ 4� 1014 cm�2eV�1. The intrinsic defect density in exfoliated
TMDs determined from scanning probe microscopy is
�1012 cm�2,35,36 and even for a gate-stack of moderate quality, the
corresponding Dit should be at least one order of magnitude lower
compared to DOS. As such, the ratio Dit=DOS can safely be neglected
in Eq. (1) when the 2D layer is populated with carriers, and the Fermi
energy is above the band edge. This approximation is also supported
by the very good agreement between the geometric gate capacitances
and their values determined by Hall measurements in our experiment.
Equation (1) then writes lFE � l ¼ nðdl=dnÞ. If the l value increases
with n, which is expected if screening plays a role in the scattering
mechanism, the four-point field-effect mobility will overestimate the
intrinsic mobility. We note that scattering mechanisms such as surface

roughness or carrier confinement which normally lead to a reduction
in mobility at high carrier densities in inversion layers realized in bulk
semiconductors either do not apply or do not have the same density
dependence in 2D materials. Indeed, the surface roughness is not
expected to reduce the mobility at high densities in 2D materials
because the electron wave-function does not change appreciably with
gate bias. Moreover, the confinement in the 2D plane does not lead to
multiple subbands as one might encounter in the triangular well of a
metal-oxide-semiconductor FET.

It is noteworthy that the two-point field-effect mobility signifi-
cantly underestimates the mobility by �50%, which can be attributed
to the voltage drop on the source/drain and the gate-dependent
contact resistances. To better illustrate the differences between the
WS2 FET characteristics and conventional FETs with highly doped
source and drain, in Fig. 4(d), we show the temperature dependence of
transfer characteristics, ID vs VTG measured at VD ¼ 0.5V. The main
panel in Fig. 4(d) shows that a linear extrapolation of the ID vs VTG

intercepts the x-axis at VTG ffi 11V, a value significantly larger than
the threshold voltage VT ¼ 2.1V at which the Hall density n¼ 0.
Therefore, applying a conventional FET analysis will largely overesti-
mate the threshold voltage and underestimate the carrier density at a
given VTG value. In the inset of Fig. 4(d), we show the same dataset on
a log-linear scale, along with the VT determined from Hall measure-
ments. Similar to Fig. 2(b) data, ID has an exponential dependence on
VTG, with a marked change in slope at VTG 	 VT . This dataset
suggests that a better VT estimation can be obtained from the VTG

value at which the exponential ID vs VTG dependence changes slope.
Finally, we note that the VT is weakly dependent on temperature.
The variation of the threshold voltage over the range of temperature in
our study is � 0.5V, corresponding to a carrier density variation of
3� 1011 cm�2.

To conclude, we have demonstrated high-quality dual-gated
monolayer WS2 field-effect transistors encapsulated in h-BN, with
Ohmic contacts at temperatures down to 1.5K. Magnetotransport
measurements were performed, and carrier densities and intrinsic
mobilities were extracted from Hall effect measurements. A high elec-
tron mobility of 2000 cm2/(V s) was measured at 1.5K. In addition, we
compared three methods to evaluate electron mobility and conclude
that two- and four-point field-effect mobilities underestimate and
overestimate carrier mobilities in 2D TMD systems, respectively.
Good agreement with first-principles calculations of the phonon-
limited mobility of WS2 confirms the quality of the devices and indi-
cates transport properties close to the intrinsic limit.
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